Flagstaff Hill Scout Group

“WARRA” Newsletter
www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au

Term 4 2013

We hope you enjoy this edition of the “Warra”, the official newsletter of Flagstaff Hill Scout Group.
Read and learn more about our dynamic Scout Group! Are you interested in getting involved? We would be delighted to have you!

From the Group Leader
Chris Wise (0401 570 800)
We’re closing in on another year at Flagstaff
Hill – and what a busy one it has been – but
busy in a good way! We’ve had many highlights over the course of the year which
started with a very successful Jamboree in
Maryborough Queensland which saw our
Scouts participate in this huge Scouting adventure. We’ve hosted exchange students from
overseas, had a very successful family camp,
and participated in ANZAC Day and Australia
Day in our communities as well as many other
activities all in addition to our weekly meetings that are very well attended.
A milestone we have achieved recently is 200
active Youth Members in the Group. This
positions us as the largest Group in South
Australia by a long way, and we believe it is
quite possibly the largest Group in Australia.
The numbers aren’t the important thing
though – the quality program that our Youth
enjoy is the key and it is a great testament to
our Leaders and Adult Helpers that the programs being offered are being enjoyed.
This again re-iterates our need to have more
adults join our Group in Leader roles. Opportunities exist in a number of sections and we
need to continue to increase our Leader numbers in order to ensure we can continue offering the same great program. I encourage anyone who wants to know more to contact me!
Our 2013 survey is currently underway to
obtain your thoughts and feedback on our
Group. I encourage you to have a say,
whether you’ve been at the group 1 week or
10 years – your feedback is important to us!
F i n d
o u t
m o r e
a t
www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au/survey2013.
Obtaining feedback is an important part of
continuing our development as a Group. Often in this day and age it is easy for feedback
to be misdirected – social media where comments can be made in an open forum, instead

of addressing issues with a particular individual is one such example. I take this opportunity to ask all families and members of
our Group to please speak with your
Leader, or myself, if you have any queries
or concerns about any of our activities.
A new feature in our hall is our brand new
noticeboard (thanks to Made Possible carpenters). This noticeboard, as well as our
website and Facebook page are there to
help keep our communication at the highest
level possible. Please keep yourself updated
by checking our noticeboard regularly and
also visit our website and our Facebook
page.
In August this year some of our Leaders
and helpers were acknowledged with
Scouts Australia Adult Recognition Awards.
Carl Bowey (AJSL, Ingarnendi) received a
S i l ver W at t l e, B rya n S c her er
(Management Committee) and David
Branford (ANZAC Day assistant) both
received Certificates of Merit. I would like
to thank all of these people for their continued work for Flagstaff Hill Scout Group.
As 2013 draws to a close I’d like to acknowledge everyone for another successful
year. To our Leaders I thank you for your
work and dedication to Scouting. Our
Committee has worked tirelessly this year
to support our Group and I thank you all
for your continued work. To our Youth
Members and families I would also like to
thank you for being a part of our Group Top: Ingarnendi Joeys at the City MFS Station.
and I look forward to your continued in- Middle: Kuraka Joeys, Ingarnendi Joeys, Kaurna
volvement in the years to come!
Cubs and Warriparri Cubs at Adelaide Gang
Show.
Bottom: Karkanya Scouts on their Patrol Camp.

www.facebook.com/flagstaffscouts
www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au
www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au/calendar
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Kuraka Joeys
5:45 to 6:45 Tuesday Night
Joey Scout Leader: Amelia LeCornu (0439 888 163)
The Tuesday night Kuraka Joeys participated
in lots of fun events this term. Such as, glowstick bowling, singing around the camp fire, a
surprise circus fun night run by Dingo at
which they participated in loads of fun filled
circus activities. They made heaps of delicious snacks to share with each other on
cooking night and were able to hold and pat
the many different animals brought along by
animal capers. For their “Fathers Day” activity each Joey brought someone special along
with them and together they made a toolbox, which was definitely something for both
people to be proud of. The Joeys went on a
Penny Hike around the Flagstaff Hill area and
took the long train ride in to town with the
cubs to support their fellow members of
Flagstaff Hill Scout Group at Gangshow (and
their leader Dingo). We all finished the term
off with a great game of bowling at Marion
Bowland, everyone did really well and had a
fun time.
We are all looking forward to achieving their
Environment badge and taking part in the up
and coming adventures of term 4 as there
are many awaiting them!

Written by: Amelia LeCornu.

Ingarnendi Joeys
5:45 to 6:45 Wednesday Night
Joey Scout Leader: Rebecca Beer Smith (0419 854 368)
During term 3 the Ingarnendi Joeys did many
different and adventurous activities and in
fact focused on our Adventure Badge.
We visited the MFS station in town and each
had a term on the hose (including the big
kids) and got to see the station in action
when the alarm went off and the firemen had
to respond to a fire. We also visited Monday
night Cubs for a cartoon night, some of us
went on the Gang Show excursion in town
and to finish the term off we went bowling
at Marion Bowland.

her animals, There was a sleepy lizard, a
giant leaf insect, a snowy owl, a possum, a
ferret and a snake. The joeys really enjoyed
this visit.
We would like to welcome Luca, Jake and
Kieran to the group, it has been great having you this term. We would also like to bid
a fond farewell to Jamie and Dylan who are

continuing up to Cubs, we wish them all the
best.
We have so much planned for term 4 and
will be focusing on our Environment badge.
It will be a fun fill term ahead.

Written by: Rebecca Beer Smith.

Closer to home we had a campfire and glow
stick bowling in the hall but one of the highlights of the term was when the Tuesday
night Joey’s joined us for a visit from Animal
Capers. We started the animal visit by donating items for the RSPCA as part of the
Scouts in action week. I would like to congratulate all the joeys as I delivered 4 boxes
full of items to the RSPCA and they were
very grateful. After we had shown our donations we sat down to listen to Jodie from
Animal Capers who then introduced us to
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Kaurna Cubs
6:30 to 8:00 Monday Night
Cub Scout Leader: Kathryn Affleck (0413 448 056)
The Kaurna Cub Pack has had a great term 3
and is looking forward to term 4! Last term
we were delighted to see a majority of our
members earn their Level One Flight Badge
on our Gliding Camp at Armstrong Airfield.
Some Cubs also earned their Level One
Entertainers Badge after putting on a talent
show for our parents and then going to see
Adelaide Gang Show in September. Some
other activities that Kaurna participated in
last term are; a cartoon themed night with
the Wednesday night Joeys, Scouts in Action
Week, and to finish off the term, laser skirmishing!

where it is today. Chil you will be missed,
we wish you best of luck with your new job
in Brisbane.

Written by: Megan Franzon and Kathryn Affleck.

This term is shaping up to be just as exciting
as the last! We will be making a splash at
the State Aquatic centre at Marion, having a
progressive dinner in our neighbourhood,
getting back to basics with some outdoor
skills, and finishing off the term with a beach
party. We will also be having a wildlife
snooze at the Scout Hall, with some native
animals!

We were also excited to see our membership numbers increase to 35, and would like
to welcome Abi, Ben, Brayden, Connie,
David, Emily, India, Katelyn, Luke, Riley and
Rhys into our Cub Pack.
Last term we said goodbye to our Assistant
Cub Scout Leader Chil (Matthew Wylie).
Chil had been assisting in the Kaurna Cub
Pack since January 2011, without his support
and guidance the Cub Pack would not be

Warriparri Cubs
7:00 to 8:30 Tuesday Night
Cub Scout Leader: Chris Taliangis (8370 6336)
The Warriparri Cub Pack (Tuesday night) has
been very busy during the term 3. Our program for the term revolved around the First
Aid level 2 badge. This included learning about
DRABC, the recovery position, treating gravel
rash & abrasions, how to treat bleeding and lots
of other first aid things. Well done to all those
that finished and received their badge.

and we have had to open a 5th Six which is
named White Six.
Term 4 has started and the theme for our last
term is “sports”. Some or the things planned

for this term are fishing, ice blocking with
Tarnda (Thursday night) Cubs, an international
night and a party night.
Written by: Chris Taliangis.

Early August saw us all head to Noarlunga Ice
skating rink for some fun ice-skating. During
August we had a combined meeting with the
Blackwood Cubs and had a visit from the
Cherry Gardens Country Fire Service and one
of their fire engines and a visit from SA Ambulance Service who brought along an Ambulance.
Early September saw us have our family campfire, which was well attended. Akela apologises
for his singing!
Saturday the 21st September saw Warriparri
Cubs head off to the city by train to see the
Adelaide Gangshows 2013 performance, which
was performed, at the Scott Theatre.
During the Term we have gained many new
faces. Our Pack has swelled to 37 members
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Tarnda Cubs
7:00 to 8:30 Thursday Night
Cub Scout Leader: Steve Jaffer (8370 4497)
Term 3 at Tarnda Cubs saw us have some
great fun and invest some new Cubs. Welcome to these new Cubs we hope you enjoy
the experience. During the term we had a
Lone Scout from overseas join us for a few
nights, in his country Scouting is only just
being allowed again due to political reasons
and thanks to Hendri’s Mum and Chris
Wise, Herdri got to experience Cub Scouting with Tarnda and other Flagstaff Hill cub
packs. To see how excited he was telling his
Parents how much fun he had with our Cubs
and how our Cubs made sure he had fun just
reminded me how cool it is to be a Cub
Scout leader.

I would like to congratulate Ruby and Nick
on a great effort putting together all the
expected criteria for their Grey Wolf
Badge, both Cubs continuing a excellent
standard to achieve this badge.
Thanks also must go to all the Tarnda Leaders, a great team effort by these guys see
the Cubs have some extremely safe and
adventurous activities in a relaxed but disciplined atmosphere. Well done guys!!

Written by: Steve Jaffer.

During the term we finished our First Aid
Badge, visited the Fire Station, went Ice
Skating and had a Flaming-explosive Science
Night at Blackwood Scout Hall with Blackwood Cubs. Term 3 also saw us visit Douglas Scrub for a 2 night camp in tents which
had many camping and space related activities including making space ships, air pressured rockets, cooking over coals, planet
bouldering, adventure trail exploring, space
dressup and much more.

From the Group Support Committee
Chairperson: Lynda Sandor
The Group Support Committee meets monthly on a Wednesday Night
The support committee started the year
with several members standing down, so it
was great to see so many new volunteers.
Our 1st act of business as a new Support
committee this year was to accept a Community Grant of $4,500 for Maintenance &
Equipment from MP for Davenport Ian Evans. What a fantastic way to start off the
new committee.
Events: the community turn out for the
Anzac Day breakfast continues to grow and
was the largest we have had so far, around
three hundred people attended the dawn
service and the majority returned to our hall
after for pancakes.
Family camp was another fantastic and well
attended event, with a lot of new face. The
weather was perfect and fun activities for
the whole family, a good time was had by
all.
Don't forget the end of year family break up
at the end of term.

Hall and grounds maintenance is always on
going, since the drain out the front of the
hall was cleared we've had no flooding; repairing gutting at rear of hall, painting the
eaves, and fire pits cleared out leading us
into putting together a plan for upgrading
this area.
Fundraising: the Woolworth's BBQ's have
been very successful this year, bringing in a
quarter of our fundraising target. I would like
to take this opportunity to thank all of the
families that have donated their time, and for
your continuing support.

ties!
There is much more that has been achieved
this year, and I would like to say a big thank
you to our wonderful support committee;
without your time, ideas, support and enthusiasm we would not be able to achieve all
that we have...... and thank you to all the
parents that have assisted us at Woking
Bees, BBQ's, Quiz Night, Fundraising, Cleaning the hall and so much more.

Written by: Lynda Sandor.

Equipment: with aid of the grant we have
been able to purchase flags to use at BBQ's
and camping events to easily identify ourselves; as well as Green Machines (pedal gocarts). With the combined cuboree & hoporee early next year and the large number
of children that are eligible to attend, there
may be need to purchase more shelters,
marquees and other equipment. What a
wonderful predicament to face, having so
many active youth members attending activi-
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Karkanya Scouts
7:00 to 9:00 Wednesday Night
Scout Leader: Darren Sutton (0414 270 133)
Patrol Camp stories from the Scouts:
Alexia: “At the camp we did lots of things
like the adventure trail, rock wall and orienteering course. I had lots of fun and learnt
lots of stuff: reef knot and clove hitch.”
Chris: “It was great. I would do it again.”
Cooper: “The camp’s adventure trail was
extremely exhilarating.”
Eloise: “In the holidays the Wednesday
Karkanya Scouts went on a Patrol Camp to
Douglas Scrub. It was held from 5pm Friday
until 3.30pm Sunday.
When we got to Douglas Scrub
we set up and went to bed. In the morning
we had a little bit of trouble with breakfast
and had to start again. This put us behind
for the rest of the day but we made it up at
dinner time. Before the camp we had to
write up our own menus. When we got
there we realized we should have thought it

through a bit more because we had some
problems. Thankfully the Leaders were
gracious and gave us what we needed. It
taught us that we needed to think through
every situation for what we need.
Some of the activities available
were orienteering, nature walk, climbing
wall, adventure course, camp gadgets, make
a woggle or Patrol identity. My group did
the adventure course. At the end of the
course there was a rope swing and we
stayed there for about twenty minutes.
That was pretty fun. We also did the climbing wall which was good too.
I would probably go again because I had a good time and Douglas Scrub
is really pretty.”
Jesse: “I enjoyed the camp fire. I enjoyed
the meals. And I enjoyed the adventure
course.”
Josh: “The camp was really fun. We were
the RooOwls and camped furthest away
from the Leaders. We made a rope swing
and bridge over the creek. I went on the

adventure course 2.137 times. We were
closes to the bridge over to the toilets and
were going to pull a Drop Bear prank. I
learnt how to make a tripod/wash basin
stand on this camp.”
Lauren: “The camp was fun, we did lots
of different things I enjoyed. Some of the
things included the Adventure course,
orienteering, rock climbing and camp
fires.”
Sarah: “Our campsite was really cool as
we got to make our own gadgets such as
our gateway. We also got to have heaps of
fun cooking all our own meals. Over all I
had an amazing time and can’t wait for our
next camp.”
Tom: “The Patrol Camp was a camp that
was done in Patrols. It was a camp in
Douglas Scrub. There was an adventure
trail, nature course, orienteering, hike and
a camp fire. We had to cook, plan and
sleep at the camp site.”

Jindalee Scouts
7:30 to 9:30 Friday Night
Scout Leader: Trevor Rogers (8270 2433)
At the beginning of the term we had our
yearly debate with Belair at Belair Scout Hall.
The topic was “Did man land on the moon”
we were on the affirmative unfortunately we
lost but it was a very close result. Our team
did an excellent speech as they were all new
to debating.
In term 3 Jindalee Scouts attended two district events, the District Hike in Kuipto
forest with 14 out of our 28 scouts attending & 5 attending the night hike.
The night hike started at 7pm on Chapel Hill
Road & finished at 7:30am at Port Noarlunga
Scout Hall, we covered 18kms. We had
three scouts who had never hiked before;
they did an exceptional job of keeping up
with the group. Approximately 40 scouts
from the district attended. The journey was
very hilly but it was amazing to see all the
glow sticks moving through the dark of
night. Jindalee had the highest number of
scouts attending both events.

We also had a Laser Skirmish night at
Noarlunga which was organised by two of
our patrol leaders, Talia Goodliffe & Carli
Munro for their badge work. All the scouts
had a fantastic time.
The scouts also took up a campfire cooking
challenge using ingredients leftover from
presious camps. Out of the three groups
only one group made anything that was
edible, a chocolate cake. It was a bit burn
on the bottom. The campfire cooking with
no recipes & random ingredients was a
great learning curve for the scouts.

relationships in our new district.
If there are any parents who would like to
join us a regular parent helper or leader
we would greatly appreciate you joining us,
feel free to chat to anyone of the leaders.
Written by: Trevor Rogers, Orna
Terpstra & Cher Terpstra.

The scouts also started on their First Aid
knowledge, they all learnt to put a person in
the recovery position & what DRABCD
means. Next term we will expand on this
knowledge.
Jindalee has not attended any Branch activities as we thought it best to establish new
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Venturers
7:30 to 10:00 Friday Night
Group Leader: Chris Wise (0401 570 800)
It’s almost the end of the year for everyone.
Term 3 went so quickly for the venturers.
Our venturers have been working hard last
term. We said goodbye to our Danish exchange students who hosted a fantastic night
making cakes with different challenges to get
good or bad ingredients to decorate the
cake with.
Our newer venturers Jayde, Stephen, Lachlan, Thomas and Andrew attended a venturing skills camp with the trailblazers unit at
Woodhouse. They did everything required
to get their venturing skills badge.
Near the end of the term we had HAVAC
Rovers visit us to run an activity and to tell
us more about their Rover crew; this was
informative because we have quite a few
older Venturers going up next year.
The unit also attended Gang Show to see
some of the members from Flagstaff Hill

Scouts perform. One of our Venturers, Eliza,
organised a dusk to dawn playground night,
although everything didn’t go to plan everyone had a great time all in all.

Many Venturers are working toward their
Queen’s Scout so they will have plenty of
nights filled with badgework but having fun at
the same time.

Our Unit Chairperson, Laura, also attended
the Mawson Scholarship in leadership course
over the holidays in Victoria, which is an
advanced leadership course for Venturers.

At the end of the term we have our annual
state camp SuperSplash which is usually at
Morgan but this year it’s being held at
Roonka. This is open to Venturers and
Scouts who are 14 years and above as a
linking activity.

Dureing term two and three we have said
farewell to two of our Leaders – Matthew
and Simon. Both have moved on due to
work commitments and we thank them for
all the work they have done for our Unit. By
losing these Leaders we are also short of
some Leaders and would love to have some
new Leaders join! We are now up to 17
venturers in our Unit.

Written by: Laura Terpstra (Unit
Chairperson).

Next term even though it’s shorter we have
a lot going on. We will be working with the
Jindalee Scouts (Friday night) to fill the erosion site in the gorge with newspaper as part
of an environmental project.

Mawson Scholarship in Leadership
Venturer Section Course
Held in October on the Mornington Peninsula, Victoria
First week of the holidays I attended the Mawson Scholarship in Leadership course at Bay
Park on the Mornington Peninsula in Victoria.
The South Australia branch had recommended
that I attended this course. I flew out of South
Australia with two other venturers from the
state. We arrived in Melbourne and were already set to do a challenge. The Rovers had
organised a scavenger hunt and multiple activities for us to do. Eventually we arrived at our
camp site where we would spend the next 4
days. Here we met everyone who would be
there for the week from around Australia.
There were 23 of us attending this course.
Our days were very long; we were woken up
at 6:30 every morning and had about 6 sessions
every day. We did many sessions about leadership, and other things around that. Each day we
would also have patrol meetings to pick a different patrol leader for the day. Every day we
were served breakfast, lunch and dinner as well
as morning and afternoon tea.
The first full day we were at Bay Park was a
long one, we were put in patrols and these
were the Venturers who we did all our activities with for the week. All day everyone was

worrying about what the initiative session was,
which was run by the Rovers, at 10:30 pm we
were all told to put on warm clothes and comfortable walking shoes and be back by 10:45.
From there we were told that the session
would finish at 1am. For us it was like hell, all
we wanted was to go to bed after a long day.
The activity ended up being a homemade geocaching, which was plenty of fun.
Wednesday was another full day. We had another 6-8 sessions. These ones were more
about team building and being a leader of a
team. One session was a minute to win it type
activity where everyone in the patrol had to
take it in turns to win a different game. Another session was where we were sent down
to Challenge Valley and the patrol leader (who I
happened to be at the time) was the “cub”
leader and the other venturers were “cubs”.
Each “cub” had a different scenario they had to
act out that was given out after about two
activities. This was a hard task for me because I
wasn’t use to such extreme cubs who either
didn’t want to do anything, or tried to do everything a million times. It really tested my leadership.

Thursday was our most packed day Aaron (the
course leader) ran a 5 hr session. In this session
we had to plan an offsite activity for a Jamboree. We had a budget and a few restrictions
and from there we were set free. At first we
had a lot of trouble deciding on an activity
which caused a lot of arguments within the
group. It was a longs 5 hrs. At the end each
patrol presented their activity and what was
planned for it, the budget, logistics, the main
activity and the other aspects to organising an
activity. That night we had 6 special guests from
National and the Victorian branch come for
dinner. This taught us how to present ourselves
nicely and hold a dinner conversation. It was
also a great opportunity to experience what it
would be like to actually be at a formal scout
dinner.
Friday was our final day, we had two easy sessions and did a lot of cleaning. We also had our
course photo with everyone who attended the
event which is a great memory to keep. Everyone completed the course successfully. It was
great to meet everyone from around Australia
and the course was great overall, I really enjoyed myself.

Written by: Laura Terpstra.
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2013 Adelaide Gang Show “Now Hiring”
Scout and Guide Performance
September 2013
From the Cast:
This year Flagstaff Hill Scout Group were
lucky enough to have 8 members be apart of
Adelaide Gang show, these were 4 leaders
and 4 youth members apart of the cast and 1
leader apart of the back stage. Adelaide gang
show is a variety show performed every year
in September, by the Scouts and Guides of
South Australia at the Scotts Theater of
Adelaide University. Adelaide gang show has
been going strong for 53 years. This year
Adelaide Gang show’s theme was now Hiring so it was focused on the different careers
that a person could do.
The cast of 110 had to audition which were
held in March and April of this year, at the
either St Peters or one Saturday in Scout
Headquarters which is the last audition then
the production team spends hours picking
and putting the cast into the roles that need
filling. The production team tries and put
each cast member into at least 8 parts
throughout the show.
This year rehearsal Began on the 13th of
May 2013, the cast of 110 spent every Monday night from 7pm to 9:30pm for 18 weeks
which included the school holidays rehearsing, all the songs, dances and skits, and putting them together, so they would look
really good stage. Not only did the cast have
Monday night rehearsals but we also had to
2 full weekend rehearsals with early calls on
the Saturday morning and a full Sunday rehearsal making sure everything was prefect
and ready for the cast and crew bumped
into
the
Scotts
Theatre.
Saturday the 14th of September came along
really quickly and from 5pm all 110 cast
members arrived at the theatre and hung up
their costumes, had a tour of the stage,
learnt where we would need to meet if
there was a fire evacuation (and there was
one). At about 6:30 we all meet in the theatre and Darren who was the producer of the
show had a quick chat with us on how the
weekend would run. After that all cast was
sent down to the dressing rooms to get our
costumes on and ready to start the run
through, we left the theatre at 9:30 on the
Saturday and had to return to the theatre
for a full day of running through every item.
Monday night was the first time that we had
an Audience. There were only about 20-30
people who came to watch it these were

mainly scout groups who meet on a Monday
night. The show went off with out a problem;
Tuesday was opening night and seemed to be
a lot bigger audience. The rest of week
seemed to just fly by, arriving in theatre at
5:30 to get ready to be on stage at 7:25 ready
to WOW the new audience every night. As
the week went on the bigger the audience
got. Friday night saw the Ventures in the
Audience to Support their fellow Ventures
and members of Flagstaff hill. Then the Saturday afternoon saw the rest of Flagstaff Hill
came and support all the cast on stage.
This year saw just 80 members of Flagstaff
come and watch Adelaide Gang show over
two days. On behalf of the members of Flagstaff hill scout group who were on stage I
would thank everyone who come to watch
the show and hope to see you there next
year.
Next year’s theme for Adelaide gang show is
RADELAIDE YEP you guessed it is all about
our Great State Adelaide, the show will be
back at Scott theatre between the 22nd of
September and the 27th of September so the
last week of term 3
For any youth member, if you sat in the audience and were like I want to do that next
year. You need to be member of the scouting
movement and be between the age of 8 and
30 to be on the stage. Below is the link to
download the Audition form:
www.adelaidegangshow.com/documents/
ags2014application.pdf
Written by: Victoria Petchell.

From an Audience Member:
On September the 21st Joeys, Cubs, Scouts
and Guides from all over Adelaide went to
Scott Theatre in the city to see the Gang
Show.
Flagstaff Hill Joeys (Tuesday and Wednesday)
and Cubs (Monday and Tuesday) met at
Blackwood train station.
When I first got there I saw my friend Carrie. Only minutes later the train arrived. I sat
next to Carrie on the way there. We saw
lots of houses and we saw some sheep. It
was very noisy on the train because everybody was excited and talking loudly.
We got out of the train on the 7th stop and
walked for about 10 minutes. Then we had
lunch outside Scott Theatre on the grass.
After lunch we went into the theatre. I sat in
row I and on seat 6. There were a lot of
people and it was very crowed in the foyer.
My favourite part was when a boy sang ”If I
wasn’t a cub scout, I’ll tell you what I’d be, if
I were not cub scout I’d be”. Lots of other
people came out & acted the song with him.
In the end the boy sang that he wanted to be
a girl guide . I thought that was really funny.
Another funny part was the rhyme Old Macdonald Had a Farm. Two men sang the
rhyme and they had a competition on who
had the best and the biggest animal. In the
end one of the men said “ old Macdonald
had a farm E-I-E-I-O and on that farm I have
had enough E-I-E-I-O” and then that part
finished. It was the best gang show!!!
After the Show Akela took us back on to the
grass and the Leaders had some ice blocks,
for the Cubs and the Joeys. After a little play
we walked back to the city train station and
we got in the train.
I sat next to Carrie again. When we got back
my mum was there so, I went home after
saying goodbye. This year’s Gang Show was
fantastic!!!
Written by: Jemma Cobb (Cub).
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Upcoming Events

Latest News and
Information

Additional information available on the Scout Group website at:
www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au/calendar
Term Four - 2013

Keep up to date with our latest news and updates via:

Saturday 16th November

Woolworths Fundraising BBQ

Saturday 30th November

Group Disco

Sunday 15th December

End of Year Family Day!

Saturday 21st December

Woolworths Fundraising BBQ

www.facebook.com/flagstaffscouts
www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au
www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au/calendar

Do not forget to check out our new and improved noticeboard in the Scout Hall!

Term One - 2014
Friday 28th to Sunday 30th March

Revolution (For Joey’s and Cubs)

Future Events
January 2015

Australian Venture (AV2015)

January 2016

Australian Jamboree (AJ2016)

Sign In and
Sign Out Books
Uniform Guidelines
Families are reminded of a few things in relation to uniforms for members of our
Scout Group. Scouting is a uniform organisation and it is expected that all Youth
and Leaders wear the uniform as appropriate

Our Group has sign in / out books for all
members to assist in tracking attendance and ensuring
the safety of all members.
Parents/Caregivers of Joeys, Cubs and Scouts are
required to sign their child in at the start and out at
the end meeting. Dropping children off in the car
park and leaving is not permitted!

Shirt:

Appropriate section shirt.

Scarf/Neckie:

Flagstaff Hill Scout Group scarf/neckie with woggle.

Bottom:

Pants or shorts as appropriate. Pants or shorts should be in
good repair and a single colour (dark blue, green or black for Chris Wise, Group Leader
example). Stone/Bone is required for official Scout functions
(ANZAC Day and other such important activities).
Phone: 0401 570 800

Footwear:

Sneakers or boots. No sandals, thongs or crocs are to be
worn unless specifically advised by Leader prior to activity.

Badges:

Venturers are able to sign themselves in and out.

Email:

Web:
All badges should be sewn on the uniform as soon as practical
after investiture. Refer to uniform diagrams in record books
Mail:
or available from the Group if you are in doubt.

flagstaffhill@sa.scouts.com.au
www.flagstaffhill.sa.scouts.com.au
PO Box 285,
FLAGSTAFF HILL, SA, 5159

Please note, some sections have their own uniform guidelines.
Please speak to your Leader if you have any questions.

Newsletter Compiled By:
Kathryn Affleck (Cub Scout Leader - Kaurna Cub Pack)
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